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MEMBERS NEWS
• In Warm Air this Week;
• Club News
• Weekend Reports
• Dolphin Soaring
• Roster
Thank you for the contributions from members.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Club News
Annual General Meeting Sunday 12th December 9:30am at the club rooms.
As you will appreciate the scheduled AGM back in October was canned. It is taking place this Sunday
12th December 9:30am at the club rooms.
A quick reminder to those of you who have not got your membership forms returned. W e will need
the forms this week. Please send to Lional and Ray.
_________________________________________________________________________________

Weekend Reports
Steve Wallace Reports Saturday 4th
The forecast wasn’t great with Dr Jack’s RASP showing a lot more
moisture than what actually turned up. The day was still overcast but
the 4/8ths under the 8/8ths wasn’t working too bad with most flights
getting a few turns in some lift to extend the return back to terra
firma.

Being the first day back in the new traffic light setting meant there
were plenty of students wanting to get current again. A small wait for
some RNZAF departures before flights were had by Jonathan,
Logan, Alex, and Kazik with Vivienne Bryner from Wellington
evening joining us for a flight (she has been trapped in Auckland all
of lockdown looking after her Mum). The rain arrived just as
everything was packed away so a nicely timed day.

Okay so Lockdown has touched people in different ways –
Apparently this is old school simulator training

Ray Burns Reports - Sunday 5 Dec.
Great to be flying dual again even if the conditions were pretty awful. It is summer so good times are
coming our way.
Thanks to Andrew for standing in for me while I got myself current in a Tomahawk (yeah!). No-one
was keen to fly singles (no wonder). However great to see everyone getting current again.
Congratulations to those who attempted the conditions; you all did really well.
We finished the day with a very pleasant BBQ- Thanks to Kishan for organising.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Fletcher sent these photos a couple of weeks ago and I missed them. He always does some artistic
shots with the FK9.

Okay Santa has delivered one of the members a new Motor Toy.

Schempp-Hirth Discus 2ct 18M Span with Winglets
ZK- X-Man (Xray Mike)
Turbo Engine
Owner – Blissfully happy
(behind that Mask)

Kaikohe and return to Whenuapai may be breeze now.
Congrats Hawkeye she is a beauty.

Dolphin Soaring
By Adam Woolley
I always remember my father telling
me, “Adam, you only lose time (and
points or distance) when you stop to
thermal”, he naturally gave me many
other tips in my soaring career, but let's
stick to this one today. Stopping to
thermal in each thermal you find, or
more often than you should at the very
least certainly chalks up the time, while
not covering any distance at all. It is
clear to me why all the top pilots hate
stopping in thermals, instead choosing
to extract as much energy out of the sky
while in the cruise.

Linking Energy Together
You’ll often hear the pilot tell their story of the day after achieving 130kph plus, “I just didn’t feel
the need to stop and thermal today”. What do these pilots have in common? They are able to
identify these highways in the sky, linking energy together, streets as they’re commonly
called. So how do we recognise them and how do we fly them?

Streeting & Convergence
There are a number of reasons why thermals can align, streeting is by far the most common
one heard of and seen, convergence lines are another one too. You can identify the likely
hood of these two by pre-flight preparation with SkySight, alternatively by knowing the wind
direction, typically you get streeting at least when there is more than 10kts of wind at ground
level. Streeting is easier to fly when marked by CU, but it’s also there when flying the blue too
– which is a useful skill in itself to master!

Listen to the Glider
We should try to align our flight or leg to be in line with the wind. Try to pay particular attention
to the feel of the glider, fly relaxed, let the glider fly into the most buoyant part of the
street. What do we do if the left-wing rises? We should listen to the glider and turn into that
rising wing, if it goes up again, keep moving towards it, soon you’ll feel the nose going up,
you’re entering the area of best lift. Either stop to climb if it’s an above-average climb, or keep
listening to the feel of the glider and continue ahead repeating the process. The great thing
about this is that your achieved LD will be greater than the best glide speed, and at a much
higher speed too!

True Airspeed
On streeting days where I don’t have to stop so often, I try to stay higher to take advantage of
the true airspeed. At 10,000’ while doing 90kts, I can achieve 195kph over the ground, extend
this for a long time, the speed clocks up nicely & very quickly. Likewise, for an extended 70kt
glide at the mid altitudes, we are still averaging 140kph plus!
That last sentence was important too, it’s not always about high altitude & fast-flying, quite
often we are forced to fly on lower & slower days too. The good thing is that it’s all relative,
extend your glides by linking up the energy, listening to the glider, this can really see you extend
away from the rest. On these sorts of days I’m happier to deviate more, to ensure I can both
stay high, but also to sample as many thermals as possible. If you’ve done a super long glide,
then it’s ok to stop in a slightly weaker climb to stay in the better working band, the same can
be said for taking a climb to get out of a low spot, make the deviation, climb in the guaranteed
climb, then keep cruising with minimal time wasted.
Happy dolphining!

_________________________________________________________________________________

Roster
Duty Roster For Oct, Nov, Dec
Month Date Duty Pilot
E LEAL
20
SCHWENKE

Dec

Instructor
I WOODFIELD

Tow Pilot
P EICHLER / P
Thorpe

21

R MCMILLAN

R BURNS

G CABRE

27

A MICHAEL

A FLETCHER

D BELCHER

28

R WHITBY

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

4

C DICKSON

S WALLACE

R CARSWELL

5

K JASICA

R BURNS

R HEYNIKE

11

J DICKSON

A FLETCHER

P EICHLER

12

S HAY

S WALLACE

G CABRE

18

K BHASHYAM

I WOODFIELD

D BELCHER

19

K PILLAI

P THORPE

F MCKENZIE
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